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licensees. The latest version of Serato DJ is 2.0, here is the official change list: • Functionality improvements + Albums + (DJ Mode) + Oscillators + Racks + Glide + Clean Deck + Single Deck + Cue Mixing + Loads + RTAS support + Fully multi-threaded + Improved MIDI mapping + Can now load virtual midi files into a track + Serato Video 1.2 support + Improved audio file I/O with high quality
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mutable tracks trigger + New workflow for mutable tracks + Improved mutable track management • Translations + Full translations in 21 languages, including Spanish, German, Swedish, Polish, Italian, Greek, Dutch, Finnish, Dutch, Danish, Norwegian, Russian, Czech, French, Japanese and Turkish See the full changelog at The following are changes from the last release: • See the entire list of
changelog here: + Features + Mixing + Edit + Effects + 82157476af
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